An exact theory of irreversibility was proposed by Misra, Prigogine and Courbage (MPC) based on a non-unitary similarity transformation Λ mapping reversible dynamics into irreversible ones. In a previous work a characterization of the irreversible dynamics induced by the MPC theory, the structure of the reversible evolutions admitting such type of change of representation and a prototype for the transformations Λ are given on the basis of the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş dilation theory. Here it is shown that such reversible evolutions are qualified by the existence of internal time operators if and only if they are associated to innovation processes of Kolmogorov type. In such case, the internal time operator generates a unitary group which together with the reversible evolution satisfy the Weyl commutation relation. This is carried out on the basis of the theory of invariant subspaces and the functional calculus derived from the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş theory.
Introduction
A new approach to the theory of irreversibility was introduced in the context of statistical mechanics by Misra, Prigogine and Courbage (MPC) [21] - [24] [7] [10] . MPC demonstrated that it is possible to obtain stochastic processes from deterministic dynamics through a change of representation. They showed that for some dynamical systems described by a unitary group {U t } on a Hilbert space H it is possible to construct a non-unitary similarity transformation Λ (see Section 3) converting {U t } into a contraction semigroup {W t } of a Markov process.
The construction of Λ was first done for a special dynamical system, the baker transformation [24] , and soon generalized to Bernoulli systems [7] and Kolmogorov systems [10] , i.e. abstract dynamical systems (Γ, A, µ, {S t }) for which there exists a sub σ-algebra A 0 ⊂ A with the following properties [18] :
Following a suggestion by Misra [21] , Λ has been derived from a Lyapounov operator M , a first step toward a conception of entropy valid for non-equilibrium as well as equilibrium, so that the unitary evolutions {U t } for which Λ transformations have been constructed have been qualified by the existence of an internal time operator T , a self-adjoint operator such that
The transformation Λ is then an operator function of the internal time T .
The internal time operator T allows the attribution of the average age (h, T h) to the states h ∈ H, where (·, ·) denotes the inner product in H. The average age of the evolved state U t h keeps step with the external clock time t:
(U t h, T U t h) = (h, T h) + t .
Further work has been done extending the concept of internal time operator in different contexts, see [2, 3, 4, 6] and references therein, among others. However, the non-unitary similarity transformation theory of irreversibility still needs further specification and clarification [1, 11] .
A previous work by the author [9] has intended to be a first step towards a general Λ-transformation theory. There a characterization of irreversible dynamics induced by MPC non-unitary similarity transformations Λ, the structure of reversible evolutions admitting such type of change of representation and a prototype for the transformations Λ have been given on the basis of the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş dilation theory [31] . To be precise, a unitary group {U t } and a contraction semigroup {W t } are related through a non-unitary similarity transformation (quasi-affinity) Λ if and only if (iff) {W t } is of class C ·1 , i.e. lim W * t h = 0 as t → ∞ for each non-zero h, where * denotes adjoint, and {U t } is unitarily equivalent to the residual part {R t } of the minimal isometric dilation of {W t }. In such situation the transformation that intertwines {R t } and {W t } is well known. This have been carried out through the cogenerators of {U t } and {W t }. See Section 3.
In this work we tackle the question of the existence of internal time operators for reversible evolutions {U t } connected through a quasi-affinity with irreversible dynamics {W t }. The theory of invariant subspaces developed by Beurling [5] , Halmos [12] , Helson [14] - [15] , Lax [19, 20] and Srinivasan [28, 29] , among others -see [25] and references therein-, fits snugly into this question. We shall see that internal time operators can be defined for {U t } iff {U t } involves innovation processes of Kolmogorov type. In such case each internal time operator is associated to an invariant subspace and generates a unitary group {V t }, which together with {U t } verify the Weyl commutation relation
thus, the internal time operator and the generator of {U t } form a Schrödinger couple. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the results of the theory of invariant subspaces needed along this work. The MPC theory of irreversibility and the main results obtained in [9] are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 the functional model derived from the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş theory is described. Section 5 tackle the question of the existence of internal time operators. The conclusions are presented in Section 6. The work ends with an Appendix that contains a brief review of the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş dilation theory.
Invariant subspaces
Let C be the unit circle and let D be the open unit disc of the complex plane C, C := {ω ∈ C : |ω| = 1}, D := {λ ∈ C : |λ| < 1}.
In C interpret measurability in the sense of Borel and consider the normalized Lebesgue measure dω/(2π). Given a separable Hilbert space H, let L 2 (H) denote the set of all measurable functions v : C → H such that
H dω < ∞ (modulo sets of measure zero); measurability here can be interpreted either strongly or weakly, which amounts to the same due to the separability of H. The functions in L 2 (H) constitute a Hilbert space with pointwise definition of linear operations and inner product given by
Let us denote by H 2 (H) the Hardy class of functions
with values in H, holomorphic on D, and such that
, has a bound independent of r or, equivalently, such that ||a k || 2 H < ∞. For each functionũ ∈ H 2 (H) the non-tangential limit in strong sense
exist for almost all ω ∈ C. The functionsũ(λ) and u(ω) determine each other (they are connected by Poisson formula), so that we can identify A range function J = J(ω) is a function on the unit circle C taking values in the family of closed subspaces of H. J is measurable if the orthogonal projection P (ω) on J(ω) is weakly measurable in the operator sense, i.e. (P (ω)h, g) is a measurable scalar function for each h, g ∈ H. Range functions which are equal almost everywhere (a.e.) on C are identified. For each measurable range
In the scalar case the doubly invariant subspaces were described by Wiener [14, Th.2]: For each measurable subset E of the circle C, let M E denote the set of functions in L 2 which vanish a.e. on the complement of E. M E is doubly invariant and every doubly invariant subspace is of this form. The generalization of Wiener theorem is implicitly contained in the work of Lax [20] and made clear by T.P. Srinivasan [28, 29] : The doubly invariant subspaces of L 2 (H) are the subspaces M J , where J is a measurable range function. The correspondence between J and M J is one-to-one, under the convention that range functions are identified if they are equal a.e.. When H is one-dimensional its only subspaces are the trivial ones {0} and H itself; in this case a range function is known by the set of points where it is equal to H, so that we have just the Wiener theorem.
In what follows by the range of a doubly invariant subspace M J we mean that range function J. This definition can be extended to an arbitrary set of functions: the range of a set of vector functions is the range of the smallest doubly invariant subspace containing all the functions.
The problem of describing the simply invariant subspaces in the scalar case was solved by Beurling [5] , anyway for subspaces which are contained in H 2 . A direct proof which establishes the result for subspaces of L 2 was given by Helson and Lowdenslager [15] . The analytic functions of modulus one a.e. on C were called inner functions by Beurling. Each inner function q is a product c · B · S, where c is a complex constant of modulus one, B a Blaschke function and S a singular function [17] .
Let L(H) be the set of bounded linear operators on H.
, is a partial isometry on H 2 (H). In such case there exists a subspace M of H such that 
where K is a measurable range function and U is a rigid L(H)-valued function with range J orthogonal to K almost everywhere. Let M be a simply invariant subspace of L 2 (H), let M n be χ n · M for each integer n, and define (the overbar denotes adherence)
The subspaces M ∞ and M −∞ are doubly invariant, so that they are of the form M K and M J0 for some measurable range functions K and J 0 , respectively. The orthogonal complement N of M ∞ in M is a simply invariant subspace such that
, but further in the pointwise sense a.e.. It follows that the range J of N is exactly the orthogonal complement of K in J 0 .
The idea of constructing innovation subspaces is due to Wold [32] in connection with the prediction theory of stationary time series. Here the innovation subspaces are defined to be I n = N n ⊖ N n+1 for each integer n. Evidently I n = χ n · I 0 and, because N ∞ = {0}, we have
Select an orthonormal basis {u 1 , u 2 , . . .} for I 0 . For each n, {χ n · u j } j is an orthonormal basis for I n , so by (2) the set {χ n · u j }, (n ≥ 0, all j), is an orthonormal basis for N . If we allow n to run over negative values as well, this set is a basis for N −∞ = M J . Therefore the expansions
cover precisely the functions v in N when n is restricted to be non-negative, and give all the functions of M J when n runs over all integers. The sum converges in the metric of L 2 (H). In terms of relative coordinate functions,
where the functions f j are in L 2 always and in H 2 if and only if v belongs to N , and they are perfectly arbitrary under the restriction j ||f j || 2 = n,j |a nj | 2 < ∞.
Now let H 1 be a Hilbert space having the same dimension as I 0 , let {e 1 , e 2 , . . .} be an orthonormal basis for H 1 and U the operator which maps H 1 isometrically on I 0 by carrying each e j to u j . This operator induces a decomposable isometry also denoted by U from
The range of U is M J = N −∞ and when U is restricted to H 2 (H 1 ) we obtain all expansion (3) in which each f j is analytic, so that N = U H 2 (H 1 ). The subspace N uniquely determines the rigid operator function U to within a constant partially isometric factor on the right [12, Th.4].
Intrinsic irreversibility of unitary evolutions
By a (one-parameter) semigroup on a (separable) Hilbert space H we mean a family {W t } t≥0 ⊂ L(H) with the following properties:
(H).
A family {W t } t∈R is called a (one-parameter) group if it satisfies (2) as well (1) and (3) for t, s ∈ R. Thus, from (1) and (2), W −t = W −1 t . Reversible evolutions are expressed in terms of groups of unitary operators {U ′ t } t∈R (acting on a Hilbert space H ′ ), whereas irreversible dynamics are described by contraction semigroups {W t } t≥0 (on a Hilbert space H). In the non-unitary transformation theory of dynamical systems, introduced as an exact theory of irreversibility by Misra, Prigogine and Courbage (MPC), an "intrinsic irreversible" unitary group {U ′ t } t∈R is related to a contraction semigroup {W t } t≥0 through a intertwining transformation Λ:
being Λ a quasi-affinity from H ′ into H, i.e. a linear, one-to-one and continuous transformation from H ′ onto a dense subspace of H, so that Λ −1 exists on this dense domain, but is not necessarily continuous.
In a previous work [9] we have given a characterization of the irreversible dynamics {W t } t≥0 induced by the MPC theory, the structure of the reversible evolutions {U ′ t } t∈R admitting such type of change of representation and a prototype for the transformations Λ. This have been done on the basis of the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaş dilation theory and the derived functional calculus for contractions on Hilbert spaces, where Hardy classes play a fundamental role; see [31] and references therein. The main results of [9] are presented in the sequel, paying attention to irreversible systems that approach a unique equilibrium for long times, i.e. to contraction semigroups {W t } t≥0 satisfying ||W t h|| 2 tends to zero as t → ∞.
Here the vectors h ∈ H represent the non-equilibrium deviations of the system in consideration. In such case we say that {W t } t≥0 belongs to the class C 0· ; in particular, {W t } t≥0 is completely non unitary (c.n.u.), that is, it lacks of unitary part (see Appendix). For a semigroup {W t } t≥0 of contractions, with infinitesimal generator A, the cogenerator W of {W t } t≥0 is given by
W is a contraction such that 1 is not an eigenvalue of W . Really, a contraction W is the cogenerator of a semigroup {W t } t≥0 iff 1 is not an eigenvalue of W ; in this case,
where
Moreover, a semigroup of contractions {W t } t≥0 on H consists of normal, selfadjoint, isometric, unitary or c.n.u. operators iff its cogenerator W is normal, selfadjoint, isometric, unitary or c.n.u., respectively. See [31, Sect.III. [8] [9] . Now let U, K and U + , K + be the minimal unitary and isometric dilations, and R, R the residual part, of a contraction W defined on H (see Appendix).
If W is the cogenerator of a semigroup {W t } t≥0 of contractions on H, then U and R are the cogenerators of the groups of unitary operators {U t } t∈R and {R t } t∈R on K and R, respectively, and U + is the cogenerator of the semigroup {U +t } t≥0 of isometries on K + , where U t , U +t and R t are the corresponding minimal unitary and isometric dilations and residual part of W t for each t ≥ 0.
Given 
In such case {U ′ t } t∈R is unitarily equivalent to the group of residual parts {R t } t∈R for {W t } t≥0 , that is, there exists a unitary operator V :
In the above situation the adjoint of the orthogonal projection of K (or K + ) onto R restricted to H, X := (P R |H) * , is a quasi-affinity from R to H satisfying
Thus, Λ = XV . Moreover, V can be written in terms of the lifting Λ + :
Indeed, Λ + |Λ + | −1 extends by continuity to V , where
The conditions given above in terms of {W t } t≥0 and {U ′ t } t∈R can be written in terms of their cogenerators W and U ′ only. Actually, relations (5)- (9) are respectively equivalent to W Λ = ΛU ′ , s-lim n→∞ W n = 0, lim n→∞ W * n h = 0 for each non-zero h ∈ H, V U ′ V −1 = R and W X = XR. 
Functional model
which are selfadjoint and bounded by 0 and 1, with defect spaces
The characteristic function of W ,
is defined at first on the set A W of all λ ∈ C such that the operator I − λW * is boundedly invertible, that is, for λ = 0 and the symmetric image of ρ(W )\{0} with respect to the unit circle C, where ρ(W ) denotes the resolvent set of W . For almost all ω ∈ C the following limit exists
which coincides with the previous definition of
For those ω ∈ C at which Θ W (ω) exists, thus a.e., set
∆ W (ω) is a selfadjoint operator on D W bounded by 0 and 1. As a function of ω, ∆ W (ω) is strongly measurable and generates by
also bounded by 0 and 1. The functional model for the residual parts R and {R t } t∈R defined on R is described in terms of ∆ W [31, Sect.VI.2 and Th.VI.3.1]: There exists a unitary operator Φ from R ontoR such that ΦR =RΦ and ΦR t =R t Φ (t ∈ R), wherê
SinceR is a unitary operator onR, the subspaceR is a doubly invariant subspace of L 2 (D W ). In particular, if W belongs to the class
is then a.e. on C the orthogonal projection from D W onto the final subspace of Θ W (ω) * , subspace with dimension equal to that of D W * ; thus, in particular, dim D W * ≤ dim D W ; moreover, because the adjoint of a partial isometry is a partial isometry with initial space and final space interchanged [13, p.63], we have
where P Ker ΘW (ω) denotes the orthogonal projection from D W onto Ker Θ W (ω); in other words, if W is of class C 01 , then ∆ W is a range function and
In order to clarify a little more the structure ofR, let us recall that for a c.n.u. contraction W -in particular, when W is of class C 01 -the spectrum σ(R) of the corresponding residual part R is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure on C). Concretely, σ(R) is the perfect set (closed set without isolated points) of C σ(R) = σ ac (R) = ess supp ε(W ) , where ε(W ) is the set of points ω ∈ C at which Θ W (ω) exists and is not isometric, and its essential support, denoted by "ess supp ε(W )", is defined as the complement with respect to C of the maximal open subset of C whose intersection with ε(W ) is of zero Lebesgue measure. In particular, σ(R) ⊆ σ(W ) ∩ C. Moreover, if the characteristic function Θ W of W admits a scalar multiple, then σ(R) = σ(W ) ∩ C. See [9] .
This together with the above comments lead to the following result: For a contraction W of class C 01 the spectrum σ(R) of the corresponding residual part R is a perfect set of C and is absolutely continuous, i.e. σ(R) = σ ac (R); in particular, if dim D W < ∞, then the spectrum σ(R) is a subset of C of full measure and has constant multiplicity dim D W − dim D W * .
Internal time operators
An alternative form to the functional model (12) can be given in which the roles of the unit disc D and its boundary C are taken over by the complex upper half-plane and the real axis [8] . Indeed, the spaces L 2 (D W ) and H 2 (D W ) are transformed unitarily -for measures dω/(2π) on C and dx/π on R-onto, respectively, the space L 2 (R; D W ) of all (strongly or weakly) Borel measurable functions f : R → D W such that R ||f (x)|| 2 DW dx < ∞ (modulo sets of measure zero) and the Hardy class H 2 (R; D W ) consisting of the limits on the real axis of the functions f (z) which are analytic on the upper half-plane and for which sup 0<y<∞ R ||f (x + iy)|| 2 DW dx < ∞. This is carried out by means of the transformation u → f , where
and the functional model takes on the following form
Let us assume there exists a rigid L(D W )-valued functionŨ on R with rangẽ R, i.e. a weakly measurable L(D W )-valued functionŨ on R such thatŨ (x) is for almost all x ∈ R a partial isometry on D W with the same initial space and 
and, sinceŨ commutes withR t for each real t, we havẽ
Thus, ifP t denotes the orthogonal projection ofR ontoR tM for each real t, by virtue of (13) and (14), the family {I −P t } is a decomposition of the identity inR and we can construct the unitary group
with selfadjoint generatorT
From definition,P t+s =R tPsR−t for all t, s ∈ R; indeed, being {R t } t∈R a unitary group,R tPsR−t is the orthogonal projection ontoR tRsM =R t+sM . In consequence, we have the two commutation relations
whereĨ denotes the identity inR. Relation (18) (e) Let U ′ be the cogenerator of {U ′ t } t∈R and let W be the cogenerator of {W t } t≥0 . Assume that dim D W < ∞ and that {W t } t≥0 converges to a unique equilibrium, i.e. satisfies (6) . Then, the spectrum σ(U ′ ) is a perfect set of the unit circle C of full Lebesgue measure, σ(U ′ ) = σ ac (U ′ ) and has constant multiplicity dim
Results (c) and (d) have been obtained by Suchanecki and Weron [30] in the context of statistical mechanics restricting attention to positivity-preserving quasi-affinities Λ expressed as random Laplace transforms.
These minimal isometric and unitary dilations are determined up to isomorphism [31, Section I.4]. Here we consider the minimal isometric dilation U + of W embedded in its minimal unitary dilation U in the following way:
Let V be an isometry on a Hilbert space H. A subspace L ⊂ H is called wandering for V if V n L ⊥ V m L for every pair of integers m, n ≥ 0, m = n; since V is an isometry it suffices that V n L ⊥ L for n ∈ N . The orthogonal sum
If U is a unitary operator on H and L is a wandering subspace for U , since U −1 is also isometric, U m L ⊥ U n L for all integers m = n. The subspace are wandering subspaces for U and the space K can be decomposed into the orthogonal sum
and M (L * ) reduce U and hence the same is true for the subspaces
We call residual part and dual residual part of U to the unitary operators R := U |R and R * := U |R * .
Now consider the subspace
Then L and L * are wandering subspaces for the minimal isometric dilation U + of W (and hence for U ) such that L ∩ L * = {0} and
R is the subspace of K + which reduces U + to the unitary part R of U + , i.e. the residual part R, R is just the unitary part of the Wold decomposition of U + , so that 
